WILDLIFE TRANSFER RECORD

When a game mammal or part thereof is transferred to the possession of another person, a written record (use form below) describing the game mammal or part being transferred indicating the name and address of the person who tagged the animal shall accompany such transfer and shall remain with such game mammal or part so long as the same is preserved.

Hunter (person who originally tagged the animal) Transferring Wildlife:

Name: ___________________________ Address: ___________________________

Phone: ___________________________ Date of Birth: ___________________________

Tag Purchase Date and Time for paper tags: ___________________________ Confirmation Number for electronic tags: ___________________________

WMU: ___________________________ Harvest Date: ___________________________

Signature: ___________________________

SPECIES: ___________________________ Antler points: _______ ☐ Entire carcass  ☐ Parts  List Parts__________________________

Transferred to:

Name: ___________________________ Address: ___________________________

Phone: ___________________________